The purpose of the present paper is to apply the Pontryagin Minimum Principle to mathematical models of cancer growth. In [1], I presented a discrete affine model T of cancer growth in the variables C for cancer, GF for growth factors and GI for growth inhibitors. One can sometimes find an affine vector field X on 3  whose time one map is T. It is to this vector field we apply the Pontryagin Minimum Principle. We also apply the Discrete Pontryagin Minimum Principle to the model T. So we prove that maximal chemo therapy can be optimal and also that it might not depending on the spectral properties of the matrix A, (see below). In section five we determine an optimal strategy for chemo or immune therapy.
Introduction
Our reference to optimal control theory of ODEs is [2] and to control theory of discrete systems [3] . There is a review of papers in optimal control theory applied to cancer [4] . The model we consider here is from [1] and is defined by ( ) 
see [1] . Here 
Then with the right choice of
hence with ( )
X y UY U y − = (18) we have that the time one map is ( ) ( )
See [1] for details of the above and also below.
In section two we solve the problem: (21) and ( ) u t is piecewise continuous. In section three we apply the discrete Pontryagin minimum principle to the difference equation chemo therapy is optimal. But in case (ii) it is not always optimal.
When F I µ µ ≠ and the eigenvalues are real and distinct, we produce a counter example to maximal chemo therapy being optimal, see section four.
Some solid tumors grow like Gompertz functions, see [5] . There are several important monographs in mathematics and medicine, see [6] - [11] . [12] - [19] are my latest papers on cancer and mathematics. [20] is our reference to roots of cubic polynomials. [21] proves continuous dependence of roots of a polynomial on the coefficients of the polynomial.
In section five we consider optimality of the discrete model T when F I µ µ ≠ .
Here we also determine optimal control of the map T.
Optimal Control of X
The purpose of this section is to minimize ( ) Now define the two by two matrix
where
This will imply, that
Also let ( )
and define the vector field ( ) ( )
which is affine when 0 v = , where 1 2 3 , , e e e is the canonical basis in 3  . Also
, , X y v X y e v UY U y v 
which has flow ( ) 
Then the flow of Y is for 
Then we have the transversality conditions ( )
( ) 
The two by two matrix in this equation has inverse ( )
cos sin sin cos
But then we have ( )
Notice that we have
H x t p t u t t H x t p t u t ≤
for all 
where ( ) det U denotes the determinant of U. We have used that
and ( ) ( )
and also that ( )
is optimal and if the reverse inequality holds then ,
Then we get the adjoint equations
see [2] . Now define ( ) ( ) ( )
Then we have the transversality conditions ( ) 
we find
We shall need
We have
0 exp ln 1 0 exp ln 1 0 
H x t p t u t t H x t p t u t
for all u ∈  . It follows that ( )
is optimal. We have the two Hamiltonians
where , ⋅ ⋅ denotes the canonical inner product. It follows that when the ei-
where ( ) y t is an integral curve of X and ( ) 
H y t q t v t t q t X y t v t
= (106) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 , , q t UY U y t v t − = (107)( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T 1 , , U q t Y U y t v t − = (108) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , , p t Y x t v t = (109) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , Y H x t p t v t t = (110) So ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ,, , , , X Y
H y t q t v t t H x t p t v t t =
We also have ( )
and ( )
We need the following theorem, which is well known.
Theorem 1 Now
The following statements about a C 2 function from
to the reals, where n is a positive integer, n ∈  are equivalent: ( ) , x t u t admissible argue as in [2] ( )
Y H x t p t u t t p t x t H x t p t u t t p t x t t
We have the following inequality, which follows from theorem 1. 
We can now estimate (
( ) ( ) 
S x T x T x T S x T S x T x
S is convex, by theorem 1. We have used, that we have arranged, that
for all u ∈  , by the mean value theorem.
We have optimality.
Optimal Control of T
In this section we consider the problem: minimize
Assume (i) the eigenvalues of A are real and distinct. In the Discrete Pontryagin Minimal Principle applied to T you define the Hamiltonian by (138) and then you find
and minimize it to find the optimal control 
Then we have the adjoint equation
Inductively ( )
In particular ( )
which is equivalent to ( ) ( )
where ( )
Assume that (i) holds and , ,1 
So now we get, that (146) amounts to 
Similarly for 1, ,
For
This means that maximal chemo therapy is optimal. Because similar to (128) to (132), we get ( ) ( )
by theorem 1 and since 1 S is convex.
Then we have ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
As above we get ( )
, , 
and
You can prove them by induction. We have
, , , ( ) ( )
where ( ) ( ) ( ) 
A Counter Example
We shall now present a counter example to optimality of maximal chemo therapy when the eigenvalues are real and Remember the definition of the discriminant ∆ of a cubic polynomial ( ) 
, , , , ,
Assume ( 
B ρ µ µ µ µ ∈ maximal chemo therapy is optimal.
Also let 
1 µ λ δ α βσδ αδ σβ
Define the Hamiltonian In particular ( ) ( ) ( )
Now consider the system
which is conjugate to the k x system. Now observe that with ( ) ( )
we have that
is equivalent to
So if
then maximal chemo therapy is optimal, by a computation like (157) to (163). 
So maximal chemo therapy is optimal in this case as we have seen above. Now compute 
Notice that for 0, , 
But then 0 ∆ < , and maximal chemo therapy is optimal. We have used, that the roots of a polynomial depend continuously on the coefficients of the polynomial, see [21] . For
When (ii) define the following U below by computing 
So define U to be ( ) 
Summary
In the present paper we applied the discrete Pontryagin Minimal Principle to a discrete model T of cancer growth and the Pontryagin Minimal Principle to an affine vector field that generates T. When 
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